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ABSTRACT

Decadal–interdecadal changes in the intensity of intraseasonal oscillations (ISO) and in the
summer mean wind fields in the Asian monsoon system are investigated using 51 yr of 850 hPa
zonal wind data obtained from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction – National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis. Decadal–interdecadal variations
contribute significantly to the total variability of the summer mean 850 hPa zonal wind
(30–45%) and the ISOs intensity (20–35%). These variations in the summer mean 850 hPa
zonal wind and in the intensity of the 30–60 d ISO have a distinct zonal structure and are
associated with the strength of low level westerlies and with meridional dynamics of the Tropical
Convergence Zone (TCZ). Interdecadal changes in the intensity of the 10–20 d ISO are most
pronounced over the eastern Indian Ocean, the South China Sea and the western tropical
Pacific.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis revealed a strong correlation on an interdecadal

timescale between the sea surface temperatures (SST) in the Indian Ocean and the summer
mean 850 hPa zonal wind and the intensity of the ISOs in the Asian summer monsoon, whereas
such correlations on a decadal timescale are weak. The temporal expansion coefficients of the
first SVD mode show a climate regime shift in the mid-late 1970s. During the last few decades,
SST in the Indian Ocean increased, resulting in a decreased land–sea heat contrast and weaker
low-level westerlies over northern Indian Ocean, the Indian subcontinent, and Indochina. In
response to sea surface warming and associated enhanced convection, the 30–60 d ISO became
stronger over the equatorial central and western Indian Ocean and the South China Sea, and
weaker over the Indian subcontinent, the northern Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal.
Meanwhile a 10–20 d ISO intensified over the eastern Indian Ocean, the South China Sea, and
the western tropical Pacific.

1. Introduction active/break cycles, with dominant periods

between 10–20 d and 30–60 d (Krishnamurti and
Intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) represent one Bhalme, 1976; Gadgil and Asha, 1992). It was
of the strongest signals in the Asian summer shown that, in general, the 10–20 d oscillation
monsoon. These ISOs are characterized by propagates westward, while the 30–60 d oscillation

propagates northward. Known ISO studies

(Hartmann andMichelsen, 1989; Gadgil and Asha,
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Kang et al., 1999) have focused mostly on theNakhimovsky Avenue, Moscow, 117218, Russia.

e-mail: igorz@sail.msk.ru origin and the climatological aspects of the ISOs.
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The relationship between intraseasonal and anomalies in the eastern tropical Pacific differed
on decadal and interannual timescales. On theinterannual variability of the monsoon has been
decadal timescale, the southwest summer mon-studied in several papers (Lau and Chan, 1988;
soon intensified during periods of a warmer east-Ferranti et al., 1997; Chen and Weng, 1999; Slingo
ern tropical Pacific, whereas on the interannualet al., 1999). Chen and Weng (1999) have shown
timescale the monsoon usually weakened duringa pronounced interannual variation in the fre-
El Niño events. These results suggest that thequency of monsoon depressions in the Bay of
mechanisms linking monsoon variations to anom-Bengal and an enhancement (reduction) of mon-
alous SST may be different on decadal and inter-soon depression activity occurring during cold
annual timescales.(warm) summers. The observational study of Lau
While decadal–interdecadal changes in theand Chan (1988) and model results obtained by
mean state of the monsoon have been recognizedFerranti et al. (1997) demonstrated that the intra-
(though not well studied), probably the only evid-seasonal variability in the monsoon system was
ence for such variations in ISOs has beenspatially correlated with the interannual vari-
presented by Slingo et al. (1999). Using dataations. Later Sperber et al. (2000) identified a
from the National Centers for Environmental

common mode for intraseasonal and interannual
Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric

monsoon variations over India. Therefore, the
Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis, they

intraseasonal and interannual monsoon fluctu-
detected a decadal variability in the activity of

ations may have a common mode of variability.
Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) (Madden and

Recent results by Annamalai et al. (1999), Sperber
Julian, 1971; 1972) and confirmed their results

et al. (2000) and Waliser et al. (2001), however,
with model simulations. These results suggest that

suggest that links between ISO activity and decadal variations in SST may produce changes
interannual (particularly, ENSO-related) variabil- in the MJO activity during boreal winter.
ity of the sea surface temperature (SST) are rela- Study of decadal–interdecadal variations in the
tively weak. Moreover, analyzing observed rainfall ISOs requires a relatively long (several decades at
data over India, Krishnamurthy and Shukla least) record with a reasonably high resolution in
(2000) found quite different spatial patterns for time and space. Recently available data from the
intraseasonal and interannual monsoon vari- NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996)
ations. This result is somewhat contradictory to allows such a long-term analysis. In the present
the model-based results of Ferranti et al. (1997). study we use the relatively continuous and homo-
Monsoon variations on timescales longer than geneous data on 850 hPa zonal wind available
interannual have been studied little. In the recent from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis to analyze
excellent survey by Webster et al. (1998) of the decadal–interdecadal variations in ISO intensity.
current state and progress of monsoon studies, the We also study the relationship of these variations
section on interdecadal monsoon variability is the and long-term variations in the mean summer
shortest one. It refers to results of Parthasarathy zonal wind to SST variations in the Indian Ocean.

The data and methods used are described inet al. (1994) and Shukla (1995), who found that,
Section 2. Climatology and general time–spaceduring the last decades, the life cycle of El Niño–
structure of year-to-year variations in the ISOSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) changed, as did the
intensity and in the seasonal mean 850 hPa zonalrelationship between El Niño and the Indian
wind are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 wemonsoon. Mehta and Lau (1997) have shown that
use singular value decomposition (SVD) analysisthe high coherence between the SST and rainfall
to examine dominant modes of decadal–interdeca-anomalies at decadal–multidecadal timescales
dal variations and links to SST changes in theoccurred between slow, ‘meandering’ variabilities
Indian Ocean. Finally, concluding remarks arein both quantities with no distinct decadal–multi-
given in Section 5.decadal periodicities. In their recent study,

Torrence and Webster (1999) demonstrated that
the ENSO/monsoon variance contains an ampli- 2. Data and methods
tude modulation on a 12–20-yr timescale.
Moreover, Weng et al. (1999) found that the In our analysis we used daily and monthly

850 hPa zonal wind data from the NCEP/NCARrelationship between southwest monsoon and SST
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Reanalysis for 1948–1998 (Kalnay et al., 1996). mean zonal wind. In order to distinguish between
std (day-to-day variability) and STD (year-to-yearThe NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis provides all the

parameters for a 6-h temporal resolution and a variability) we refer further in the paper to the
former as ISO intensity, and to the latter as STD.2.5° latitude by 2.5° longitude spatial resolution

over a period of more than 50 yr. This allows an To examine the spatio-temporal structure of
long-term variations of the seasonal mean zonalexplicit description of short-term variability. Since

the zonal wind data in NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis wind and the intensities of ISO-1 and ISO-2, we
applied 5-yr running mean filter to eliminateare classified as A data, they are based heavily

on observed data and among the most reliable tropospheric biennial oscillation (TBO) and inter-
annual (ENSO related) variability. Therefore,(Kalnay et al., 1996). Intraseasonal variability is

well pronounced in the 850 hPa wind, and this the low-pass filtered time series represents the
decadal–interdecadal component of the totalvariable is widely used in ISO studies (Annamalai

et al., 1999; Sperber et al., 2000; Waliser et al., variability.
To define dominant modes of decadal–inter-2001). In this study, we also used NCEP/NCAR

Reanalysis data on vertical velocity (v) at 500 hPa decadal variability and ascertain their relationship
to SST variations in the Indian Ocean, we per-for the same period. Our analysis is limited to

latitudes 20°S–30°N and longitudes 40°E–130°E, formed singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
covariance matrix between each field of the threea region containing the major components of the

monsoon circulation. monsoon variables (i.e 850 hPa seasonal mean
zonal wind, ISO-1 and ISO-2 intensities) and theAlso, in the present study we used data from

the Reconstructed Reynolds SST data provided Indian Ocean SST fields. Detailed descriptions of
SVD analysis can be found in Bretherton et al.by the NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center,

Boulder, Colorado, at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/. (1992) and von Storch and Navarra (1995).
Empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) analysisTo produce this data set the dominant EOFmodes

were used as basis functions and were fitted to the based on covariance matrix (Wilks, 1995) was
applied to define dominant modes of variabilityin situ data to determine the time dependence of

each mode. Global fields of SST were then recon- of the low-pass filtered seasonal (MJJAS) mean v.
structed from these spatial and temporal modes
(Reynolds and Smith, 1994; Smith et al., 1996). In
our study we used the monthly means from 3. Climatology and variability of the summer

mean zonal wind and the intensity of ISOJanuary 1950 through December 1997 on the 2°
latitude×2° longitude grid to form summer sea-
sonal means for a singular value decomposition The pattern of the climatological summer mean

850 hPa zonal wind (Fig. 1a) demonstrates the(SVD) analysis.
In our study we define ISO intensity as the strong westerly flow north of the equator over the

Arabian sea, the Indian subcontinent, the Bay ofstandard deviations (std) of band-passed intrasea-
sonal variability of the daily 850 hPa zonal wind Bengal and Indochina. Maximum (up to 12 m s−1)

wind strength is observed over the Arabian Sea.over the 153 d in each summer monsoon season
(May–September, hereafter MJJAS). More spe- During boreal spring the westerly flow develops

in response to the increase of land–sea heat con-cifically, for each dominant ISO time scale (i.e.
30–60 and 10–20 d, hereafter referred to ISO-1 trast. Later, during summer monsoon season,

diabatic heating from convection maintains theand ISO-2, respectively; Ju and Slingo, 1995;
Vernekar and Ji, 1999) we performed band-pass monsoon circulation (Rao et al., 1989; Annamalai

et al., 1999). The strong low-level westerlies arefiltering with the Lanczos filter (Lanczos, 1956;
Duchon, 1979), which provides a very effective the most important component of the Asian

summer monsoon. South of the equator intensivecutoff for the selected frequency band, and then
computed the std of this band-passed daily data. easterly flow dominates the Indian Ocean

(Fig. 1a).To characterize year-to-year variability we com-
puted the standard deviations (STD) over the 51 STD of time series of the summer mean 850 hPa

zonal wind is a measure of its year-to-year variabil-years of the seasonal ISO-1 and ISO-2 intensities
and also over the 51 summer (MJJAS) seasonal ity (Fig. 1b). This variability is large along the
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westerly flow, especially over the Arabian Sea, the computed STD of the low-pass filtered time series
of the summer mean 850 hPa zonal wind. TheBay of Bengal and Indochina. The maximum of

STD at the equator in the eastern Indian Ocean spatial pattern of decadal–interdecadal variations
(not shown) is, basically, the same as that of STDpresumably does not reflect changes in wind

strength, rather meridional dynamics (i.e. shifts) of estimated from the unfiltered data (Fig. 1b).
Estimated ratios (Fig. 1c) between variances of thezonal flow. Variability in zonal wind over the

Maritime continent is of less interest because zonal low-pass filtered and unfiltered time series reflect
the contribution of the decadal–interdecadal vari-wind in this region is essentially weaker (Fig. 1a).

To highlight decadal–interdecadal variations we ations to the total variability of summer mean
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Fig. 1. Seasonal (MJJAS) mean climatologies (a, d, g), year-to-year STD’s (b, e, h) and ratios (in%) between variances
of low-pass filtered and unfiltered time series (c, f, i ) of the 850 hPa zonal wind (a, b, c), and intensities of ISO-1
(d, e, f ) and ISO-2 (g, h, i).

850 hPa zonal wind. As seen (Fig. 1c), decadal– Fig. 1e. Basically, the distribution of maxima and
minima is the same as that of climatology ofinterdecadal variations contribute significantly

(30–55%) to the total variability of westerlies. In ISO-1 (Fig. 1d). The highest variability in the
intensity of ISO-1 is observed along the belt ofparticular, the highest (45–55%) contribution to

the total variability of the mean summer zonal strong westerlies (Fig. 1e). The ratio (Fig. 1f )
between variances of low-pass filtered andwind is found over Indochina.

The climatology of the summer (MJJAS) intens- unfiltered time series suggests that decadal scale
variations play an important role in the totality of ISO-1 is presented in Fig. 1d. The largest

ISO-1 intensities exceeding 1.4 m s−1 are found variability in the intensity of ISO-1. In particular,
the contribution of decadal–interdecadal vari-along the westerly flow belt over the Arabian Sea,

Indian subcontinent, the Bay of Bengal, Indochina, ations to total variability of the ISO-1 intensity is
highest (up to 30–35%) over India and the Indianand the South China Sea (Fig. 1d). A secondary

maximum of the ISO-1 intensity is located at the Ocean along 10°N and 10°S (Fig. 1f ). Remarkably,
locations of these maxima of contribution coincideequator in the eastern Indian Ocean. We note that

magnitudes of ISO-1 are higher, in general, than with continental and oceanic locations of the
Tropical Convergence Zone (TCZ). As was earlierthose of year-to-year variations of the zonal

wind (Fig. 1b). shown, ISOs represent fluctuations of the TCZ
between the two locations (Sikka and Gadgil,The spatial structure of the total variability of

the ISO-1 intensity, presented by the STD of the 1980; Goswami, 1994). These fluctuations are
characterized by repeated TCZ propagation fromunfiltered time series (i.e. original, not low-pass

filtered time series of std of ISO-1), is shown in the southern to the northern position during the
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summer monsoon season (Sperber et al., 2000; and SST fields explains 81.9% of the total covari-
ance. This mode explains 33.1% of the low-levelAnnamalai and Slingo, 2001; Goswami and

Mohan, 2001). zonal wind variance. The SVD-1 spatial pattern
for the summer mean zonal wind (Fig. 2a) isMajor features of the climatology of the ISO-2

intensity (Fig. 1g) are principally different from characterized by the weakening of westerlies over
the extensive region from the Arabian Sea to thethose of the climatology of the ISO-1 intensity

(Fig. 1d) and reflect the different genesis of ISO-2. South China Sea. Opposite changes in zonal wind
are evident south of the equator. The SVD-1The highest values of the ISO-2 intensity are

observed over the eastern Indian Ocean from the spatial pattern for SST (Fig. 2d) shows a basin-
wide SST increase in the Indian Ocean, specificallyequator to the Indian subcontinent (2 m s−1 ) and

over the western tropical Pacific (2.4 m s−1 ) strong along the equator with maximum warming
in the central and western Indian Ocean. Time(Fig. 1g). Patterns of total year-to-year variability

(Fig. 1h) and decadal–interdecadal variations (not series of expansion coefficients of both 850 hPa
zonal wind and SST patterns (Fig. 2g) demon-shown) of ISO-2 intensity are similar to its clima-

tology (Fig. 1g) and demonstrate the highest vari- strate interdecadal variations, with a prominent
regime shift from positive to negative values inability in the regions of high activity of ISO-2.

Though decadal–interdecadal variations contrib- the mid-late 1970s. In general, the obtained pat-
terns are consistent with results presented byWengute a considerable portion to the total variability

of the ISO-2 intensity (Fig. 1i), this contribution et al. (1999). The first SVD mode demonstrates
warming of SST in the Indian ocean during theis somewhat lower than in the case of ISO-1

(Fig. 1f ). last few decades, which results, as indicated by
Sperber et al. (2000), in decrease of the land–seaIt is important to note that there is a certain

similarity (though not in details) between patterns heat contrast in this region. In response to the
decrease of heat gradient, the strength of westerliesobtained for mean 850 hPa zonal (Figs. 1a and b)

wind and ISO-1 (Figs. 1d and e), which suggests also decreased.
The SVD-1 mode explains 82.5% of the totaltheir close relationship. Spatial structure of clima-

tology and variability of the ISO-2 intensity is covariance between the low-pass filtered ISO-1
intensity and SST fields. The first mode accountscompletely different.
for 32.1% of the ISO-1 variance. The SVD-1
spatial pattern for the ISO-1 intensity (Fig. 2b)
has an evident zonal structure north of the4. Interdecadal changes of the summer mean

zonal wind and ISO intensity and their equator. It is characterized by the decrease of the
ISO-1 intensity over the northern Arabian Sea,links to SST variations
Indian subcontinent, and the northern Bay of
Bengal, whereas south of this region, over theTo define dominant modes of decadal–inter-

decadal variability of the summer mean 850 hPa Indian Ocean and the South China Sea, ISO-1
became more intensive (Fig. 2b). Being differentzonal wind and the ISO intensities and investigate

their links to SST variations, we performed con- in details, the SVD-1 spatial pattern for SST
(Fig. 2e) is similar in general to that presented inventional SVD analysis (Bretherton et al., 1992)

on the low-pass filtered data. Linear coupled Fig. 2d; thus, we omit the description of its spatial
structure here. As in the case of the summer meandominant modes between fields of each of the

monsoon variables (i.e. seasonal mean zonal wind, zonal wind–SST coupled mode (Fig. 2g), the time
series of expansion coefficients of both the ISO-1ISO-1 and ISO-2 intensities) and SST fields in the

Indian Ocean were defined. It appears that the intensity and SST patterns (Fig. 2h) demonstrate
interdecadal variations with a prominent regimefirst SVD mode explains 81–86% of the total

covariance, whereas each of the subsequent modes shift in the mid 1970s. These results suggest that
SST warming on an interdecadal timescale causedexplains less than 12%. Therefore, we limit our

analysis to consideration of the first SVD mode an increase of convective activity over the Indian
Ocean (specifically strong in the equatorial region)only.

The first SVD mode (SVD-1) between the low- and intensification of ISO-1, whereas over the
Indian subcontinent the intensity of ISO-1pass filtered summer mean 850 hPa zonal wind
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weakened. Consistent with the above results, inter- intensity and SST fields. This mode explains 29.3%
of the ISO-2 variance. The SVD-1 spatial patterndecadal changes of the vertical velocity (v) at

500 hPa, presented by the first EOF mode of the for the ISO-2 intensity (Fig. 2c) is characterized
by the three major action centers. Two centerslow-pass filtered summer (MJJAS) seasonal mean

v (Fig. 3), demonstrate intensification of convec- over the eastern Indian Ocean and over the South
China Sea demonstrate coherent changes in thetion in the oceanic TCZ and its weakening over

the continental TCZ and therefore reflect a north– ISO-2 intensity. We note that in these regions
ISO-2 is the most pronounced (Fig. 1g). Oppositesouth dipole of convection. This mode explains

45.3% of the low-pass filtered seasonal mean v. changes in the ISO-2 intensity are evident in the
third action center over the Maritime continent.The first SVD mode explains 86.2% of the total

covariance between the low-pass filtered ISO-2 Together with its expansion coefficients (Fig. 2i)
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Fig. 2. The SVD-1 mode spatial patterns and expansion coefficients obtained for pairs of low-pass filtered U850-SST
(a, d, g), ISO-1-SST (b, e, h), and ISO-2-SST (c, f, i ). Expansion coefficients are normalized by their standard
deviations. Red curve denotes U850, ISO-1 and ISO-2 variations. Blue curve reflects changes in SST.

this pattern shows an increase of the ISO-2 intens- activity is low (i.e. the Maritime continent, and in
part the western Indian ocean).ity over the eastern Indian Ocean and the South

China Sea and a decrease over the Maritime
continent during the considered time period.
Again, the SVD-1 spatial pattern for SST (Fig. 2f ) 5. Concluding remarks
is very similar to those presented in Figs. 2d and e,
and its description is omitted here. As in the two In the present study we analyzed the variability

in the summer mean 850 hPa zonal wind and incases considered above (Figs. 2g and h), a climate
regime shift in the mid-late 1970s is the major the intensities of ISO-1 (30–60 d oscillations) and

ISO-2 (10–20 d oscillations) in the Asian summerfeature of temporal behaviour of the expansion
coefficients of both the ISO-2 intensity and SST monsoon system. The decadal–interdecadal vari-

ations contribute a considerable amount of vari-patterns (Fig. 2i). We note that in response to
increased SST, ISO-2 has intensified in the regions ance to the total year-to-year variability for all of

three parameters (i.e. mean zonal wind, intensitiesof its climatological maxima (Fig. 1g) over the
eastern Indian Ocean, the South China Sea and of ISO-1 and ISO-2). The decadal–interdecadal

variations in the summer mean zonal wind andthe western tropical Pacific, whereas the ISO-2
intensity has decreased in those regions where its the ISO-1 intensity are the most pronounced in
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the same as that of the North Pacific climate shift.

Basically, SVD-1 patterns (and their expansion

coefficients) of the SST represent local manifesta-

tion of the earlier detected interdecadal mode of

SST variability with the strongest action center in

the North Pacific extratropics (Zhang et al., 1997;

Mantua et al., 1997). The temporal behaviour of

this mode is characterized by the North Pacific

climate regime shift in the mide-late 1970s, when

SST in the central North Pacific sharply decreased,

whereas SST in the tropical Indian and Pacific

oceans increased (Nitta and Yamada, 1989;

Tanimoto et al., 1993; Graham, 1994). The first

SVD mode demonstrates weakening of the west-

erly flow on the interdecadal timescale over the

northern Indian Ocean, Indian subcontinent, and

Indochina. This is consistent with results of

Sperber et al. (2000), who detected decrease of

rainfall in the vicinity of India on the interdecadal

timescale owing to weaker land–sea heat contrast,

weaker dynamical monsoon index (Webster and

Yang, 1992), and weaker westerlies.

Major features of the SVD-1 pattern for the

ISO-1 intensity are its decrease over the northern

Arabian Sea, Indian subcontinent, and the north-

ern Bay of Bengal, and ISO-1 intensification south

of this region over the Indian Ocean and the

South China Sea. Important to note is that ISO-1

has intensified in the region of oceanic TCZ in

response to SST increase (specifically strong in the
Fig. 3. Spatial pattern (a) and principal components (b)

equatorial central and western Indian Ocean) and
of the EOF-1 of low-pass filtered vertical velocity (v) at

more intensive convection (as shown by the EOF-1500 hPa level. Principal components are normalized by
mode of v). Interdecadal warming in the Indiantheir standard deviations.
Ocean SST also resulted in intensification of ISO-2

activity over the eastern Indian Ocean, the Souththe band of strong westerlies extending from the
China Sea, and the western tropical Pacific. WeArabian Sea to the South China Sea and in the
note that in our preliminary EOF analysis ofeasterly flow south of the equator. The most
unfiltered data, which is not included in this study,prominent variations in the ISO-2 intensity on
we also found the first mode describing interdeca-decadal–interdecadal time scales are found over
dal changes and explaining 21–25% of the totalthe eastern Indian Ocean, the South China Sea
variance of the summer mean 850 hPa zonal windand the western tropical Pacific.
and the ISO intensities. Therefore, SVD analysisThe SVD analysis has shown that changes in
of low-pass filtered data allowed us to highlightthe summer mean 850 hPa zonal wind and in the
these changes and to investigate links to SSTintensities of ISO-1 and ISO-2 are closely linked
variations on this particular timescale.to interdecadal variations in the Indian Ocean
Our results obtained by the different method ofSST. The major feature of temporal behaviour of
analysis, in general, support and complementSVD-1 expansion coefficients is the regime shift
results of previous studies (Annamalai et al., 1999;from positive to negative anomalies in the mid-
Sperber et al., 2000), which suggested linkslate 1970s. The timing of this shift, which reflects

interdecadal changes in the monsoon system, is between ISO activity and SST variations on deca-
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